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Harmony Heroes by Ken Charmer 
 

Being a Four Seasons fan and member of the Appreciation Society 

confers lots of benefits. The main one is finding out about loads of 
great ‘harmony’ styled songs by other great American and British 
groups.  
 
Back in January in Chameleon’s blog we identified the best source for infor-
mation on such groups and songs in an article quoting Jay Warner and 
Frankie Valli……………….“The vocal group sound is an American art 
form that is becoming a forgotten part of our heritage”, wrote Jay War-
ner in the preface to his 1992 edition of ‘The Billboard Book of Ameri-
can Singing Groups’. As a UK collectors group that has tracked and 
documented the career of Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons it seems 
totally appropriate for us to continue Jay’s good work and to devote 
blog space to preserving and informing re other great ‘harmony’ 
groups from the 60s. “ 
 Frankie Valli wrote the ‘Foreword’ to that book and said…” Of course, 
vocal groups hold a special place in my heart, but I believe that anyone 

who’s ever sung with a friend or two, or just enjoyed listening to an act that happened to be a singing 
group, can appreciate the unique feeling that harmony brings to all forms of music……Behind all these har-
monies and styles are stories of human interest. Each and every group had something to contribute to mu-
sic history even if they didn’t become big successes …Maybe that’s what makes vocal groups fascinating. 
The big acts are always interesting, but lesser known groups ( who often contributed future solo artists) 
made their mark as well…...I remember the struggles and fears, the one-nighters and grueling tours, the 
frustration and exhilaration of recording sessions, the elation of hitting the charts, the good and the bad 
performance venues, the TV show turmoils, the extremely hard work and rehearsals, the light moments and 
the good times, the ironies, the coincidences, and the transient nature of vocal groups that often required 
one to keep a score card. I remember these thing’s, not only about my own group but about all the groups 
we met, performed with, grew up with, or watched retire before us…It’s gratifying to see the groups getting 
some long-overdue recognition” 
 
Jay Warner certainly provided a “momentous encyclopedia” of vocal groups as Frankie puts it. So as archivists 
and music detectives we have focused on compilations identifying some of the best examples of ‘Harmony, Perfect 
Harmony’. It seems entirely appropriate to 
dedicate some effort to preserving and inform-
ing re many of the groups in Jay Warner’s ex-
cellent book.. With the internet now providing 
access to previously unavailable archive infor-
mation and ‘lost tracks’; either previously un-
issued or little known; we can design classic 
collections. Our first research project involved 
the Happenings Later Years 1969-77 ….and 
now we present …… 
 

‘Harmony Heroes Volume 1’ 
 
I’ve been receiving tapes of harmony groups 
and Four Seasons sound-alikes since joining 
the fan club back in the 70s and I was playing a 
tape from the 80s recently that Ray Nichol sent 
me and as another ‘harmony’ track filled the 
room it struck a chord and the idea of this Har-
mony Heroes series developed. 
 
The track was ‘He Thinks He’s A Hero’...a little 
known Happenings track from the ‘Back To 
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Back’ album (BTPS1002:also featuring The Tokens) covered in the UK by Wyatt.  This is strong Happenings track 
that should have had more impact. 
 
I realised looking through my music collection that I I had so many similar songs. Ray and George Ingram and oth-
ers had been collecting these tracks since the 60s and with sound re-mastering being so easy from vinyl and tape 
these days I looked around for tracks to fill a 70minute CD. So what were the characteristics that made these songs 
‘stick’ as many where little known or had never had much of a chart impact.? Well first they had to be good songs 
with a complex vocal arrangements and good harmony in the production somewhere. Then they needed to either 
have a ‘feelgood’ or ‘dramatic’ effect to set them apart. Amazingly the tracks just cascaded into the first compilation 
which collects the diverse harmony styles of the 60s and 70s. 
 
The Globetrotters had been in my box of singles for some years on a Ripette Collectable 45...and the gang at 
Spectropop were able to fill in the background to this Sedaka - Greenfield classic........ According to “Bubblegum is 
The Naked Truth”, this was produced by Jeff Barry who had done a lot of Kirshner  projects in the past (including 
The Archies). In the book it says that The Coasters appeared as vocalists on the record along with members of The  
Drifters, Platters and Cadillacs. It goes on to say that J.R. Bailey from The Cadillacs was the lead vocalist on “Rainy 
Day Bells”. 
 

“Spurred on by the massive commercial successes of The Archies, the early 1970s found every major tele-
vision network rushing to capitalize on the trend. CBS television was no different, eagerly green-lighting 
Don Kirshner’s Harlem Globetrotters cartoon series (1970-73).  For his part, as the consummate marketing 
professional Kirshner made sure that the television series was accompanied by a tie-in record - 1970’s  
”The Globetrotters” (coincidently released on the Kirshner label). Produced by Jeff Barry, the results were 
certainly commercial, but in a number of ways were quite different from your standard bubblegum outing. 
First off, in spite of the name check, participation by The Globetrotters was apparently rather limited - 
Globetrotter front man Meadowlark Lemon adding occasional background vocals. The rest of the album 
was turned over to Kirshner’s stable of hired guns, including Barry, Ron Dante, and the team of Neil Sedaka 
and Howard Greenfield. Unlike most Kirshner bubblegum efforts,  this one abandoned the typical top-40 
attack in favor of a distinctive soul feel. That influence undoubtedly reflected un-credited contributions from 
a number of largely forgotten late-1950s/early-1960s groups, including J.R. Bailey and The Cadillacs (‘Rainy 
Day Bells’),...” 
 
The Four Seasons early recordings at Vee-Jay were only ever recorded with a mono single release in mind. As 
only 2 and 4 track mixing desks existed at that time, the vocal and music  tracks were recorded and ‘bounced’ one 
onto the other in ‘sync’ to achieve the full mono sound. Recently we picked up software that creates an artificial ste-
reo image using methods discovered during the mid-sixties as interest in stereo increased. ‘Duophonic’ sound 
gives some degree of separation of music and vocals that enhances the listening experience (for some) on tracks 
recorded in mono. Trying this out on one of the Four Seasons most intense early singles, ‘Soon’ we created a mix 
that gives a warm positioning of backing and drums around Frankie Valli’s soaring falsetto, showing it off I think to 
best effect. 

 

Spectropop.com celebrates all the great sounds of the 60s and has 
kept up the supply of rare and almost lost tracks and a few satisfied 
the criteria above to slip easily into this set.  
A little known trio from the late 60s who recorded in NYC this track 
was contributed by 60s songwriter Mann-Weil and was recorded by 
the Monkees on their 1967 ‘Headquarters’ album. The Will-O-Bees 

"Shades of Gray" b/w "If You're Ready" Date 2-1543, came out in 
1966 and was a more polished and harmony laced treat. The www 
tells us…”This New York trio (Janet Blossom, Steve Porter, and 
Robert Merchanthouse) recorded three singles for Date, this be-
ing the second. The A-side is a spirited folk-rock cover(but which 
was first?) of the Mann-Weil/Brill Building/Monkees classic 
"Shades of Gray." The flipside was written by Dennis Dahlquist, 
who penned a number of originals for the Chicago-based Pride & 
Joy (formerly the Del-Vetts).”. This is just an excellent 60s song. 
Mike Doo-Wop Daddy Miller found a song by the Duprees which has 
only ever appeared on a bootleg and probably never had a formal 
release, but it is such a good song and vocal arrangement that it de-

serves to be heard and preserved . ‘Children and Flowers’ is very  much like a Four Seasons song so fits exactly 
in to the ‘feelgood’ category of this set. 
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The Archies  another USA cartoon series needed a set of studio musi-
cians  assembled by Don Kirshner in 1968 to perform various songs for 
the cartoon series. The most famous is “Sugar, Sugar”, written by Jeff 
Barry and Andy Kim, which went to #1 on the pop chart in 1969 and 
earned the group a gold record (in fact, in Billboard magazine’s Hot 100, it 
was ranked as the number one song of that year, the only time a fictional 
band has ever claimed Billboard’s annual Hot 100 top-spot). Other Top 
Forty songs recorded by The Archies include “Who’s Your Baby?” (U.S. 
#40), “Bang-Shang-A-Lang” (U.S. #22), and “Jingle Jangle” (U.S. #10). 
Male vocals for the fictional Archies group were provided by The Cuff 
Links’ lead singer Ron Dante and female duet vocals were provided by 
Toni Wine. Wine, who was only paid for the recording session and quit the 

group when the song became a huge hit, was succeeded in 1970 by Donna Marie, who in turn was replaced on the 
final recordings by Merle Miller. The only Archies song not to feature Ron Dante on lead was 1971’s “Love Is Living 
In You,” sung by Richie Adams. We feature the laid back but warmly harmonic last single released  in 1972 , 
“Strangers in the Morning;” its B-side song was “Plum Crazy.” Jeff Barry, Andy Kim, Susan Morse, Joey Levine, 
Maeretha Stewart, Ellie Greenwich, Bobby Bloom, Leslie Miller and Jean Thomas contributed background vocals at 
various times to the Archies catalogue., 
 
As well as the Four Seasons superb harmony ballads of the early 60s there was one group that excelled like no-
other at the romantic harmony sound. Sometime though they are too ‘syrupy’ for constant consumption . The Let-
termen’s ‘Once Upon A Time’ (Capitol   )album from 1965 generated some great songs and arrangements and we 
feature 3 in this set. ‘Time Was’ was originally recorded in 1958 by the Flamingos in a doo-wop arrangement and 
this version brings the song into a good 60s harmony style. 

 
Another almost lost ‘B’ side by the Happennings is ‘Impatient 
Girl’. A Tokens production and penned song this is different 
from the re-worked songs style that made them famous but still 
is an excellent harmony style. 
Roger Nichol and a Small Circle of Friends are one of pops 
lost gems. Described by Dusty Groove Records as....”One of 
our favorite records of all time—a landmark piece of 60s 
pop that we’d easily rank with the best work by Brian Wil-
son, Millennium, Gary Usher, Van Dyke Parks, or any of 
those other California sunny-eyed hipsters! The style is 
sweet A&M vocal pop—with an emphasis on groovy har-
monies in a male/female style that reminds us of We Five 
or The Free Design, but hipper. Nichols was part of a core 
group of LA pop luminaries that included the whole War-
ner crew under Lenny Waronker”. This song ‘Love So Fine’ 
holds up extremely well today, and is an authentic slice of Cali-
fornia pop. 
 
Lou Christie’s catalogue we mined for the 1967 release 
‘Gina’. There is a nice variation in pace and great falsetto on 
this Charles Calello produced track. 

 
More from one of the best Lettermen albums "Turn Around, Look At Me" is a dramatic Jerry Capehart penned har-
mony ballad  It made it to number five on Billboard’s Bubbling Under Hot 100 Singles chart, but the B-side of the 
single ‘How Is Julie?,’ became the bigger hit, for the Lettermen and we feature this too.. In 1961, Glen Campbell 
had released his version of "Turn Around, Look At Me"as a single. This was his first song to chart in the United 
States, hitting number sixty-two on the Billboard Hot 100. Found on BTPS-1012 - The Greatest Moments with the 
Tokens - Tokens [1970] is ‘On The Go’ which features an attempt to compete with the Beach Boys at  their ‘I Get 
Around’ best. Great surf sound but must have been in the vault for many years as we can’t find an earlier 45 re-
lease. 
 
Of course we couldn’t avoid including the Four Seasons again in this set and their rare ‘Huggin’ My Pillow’ from 
the Rag Doll album was reputed to have been planned for a single release. Never available in stereo we’ve pushed 
the track through the artificial stereo creator to generate a ‘Duophonic’ version. It gives the track some more 
spacial feel than the mono version and allows Charles Calello’s chiming arrangement to shine through. 
In the new book by Kingsley Abbott ‘500 Lost Gems Of The Sixties’, you’ll find reference to our next selection by 
Spanky &Our Gang. ‘Give A Damn’ is a 5 part harmony which shows the groups social conscience......”a late 60s 
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protest song that calls for everyone to open their eyes to the 
social ills around them. It was strong enough to be banned 
on several US radio stations which stopped it getting higher 
than No 43.......it had a particularly strong melody, produc-
tion and group performance.” says Kingsley. it is rumoured this 
song was also recorded by The Four Seasons and may be one of 
the unreleased tracks from the aborted Philips album of 1970/71. 
 
Marmalade were maybe famous  for recording the Beatles ‘Ob-
La-De-Ob-La-Da’ and taking it to a UK No 1,but on the B side is 
the superb guitars and harmony of ‘Chains’. They did some 
other excellent tracks like ‘Loving Things’ and ‘Reflections’ but 
this one is a special favourite. 
 
After the success of ‘Young Girl’, Gary Pucket and the Union 
Gap issued several similarly styled hits. One of our favourites 
which fitted this mix is ‘Don’t Give In To Him’ 
 
We don’t know how many copies of The Tompkin Park Singers 
‘Did You Give The World Some Love Today, Babe’ ever ap-

peared and we don’t know the identity of the group...except for the identity of our good friend Jean Thomas (of the 
Rag Dolls), in the mix. This Mama and Papas styled harmony asks for the world to be ‘cherished’...in 1967 ….and it 
remains totally relevant today.  
 
Given the ‘Duophonic’ treatment.......our mono only copy of ‘No Surfin’ Today’ by The Four Seasons just captures 
everything about our favourite harmony heroes. 
 
Frankie Valli recorded ‘Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye’ on his latest album but the original by the Casinos from 
1967 remains just superb and this rare stereo mix is a beautiful version. 

 
Spectropop sometimes find songs and artists 
never heard of and this group The Twillets deliver 
an unusual but effective  harmony track called 
‘Where’s My Baby’ which oozes echoes of the 
Phil Spector sound. 
 
Sometime in 1965 I picked up the unusual sound-
ing ‘Won’t You Give Him (One More 
Chance)’ (Columbia DB7489) by the T-Bones 
which has a drawling vocal with a harmony back-
ing. And I just found out it is worth 60 quid!! This is 
Gary Farr's fellow Brighton-based backing combo. 
Gary Farr was the son of British Heavyweight Box-
ing champion Tommy Farr. He began his career 
playing folk and blues music in pubs and clubs 
around the Worthing, Sussex area. With the ad-
vent of the "Beat Boom" he put The T-Bones to-
gether in 1963.  
The group followed The Rolling Stones and The 
Yardbirds as the resident band at London's fa-
mous Crawdaddy Clud. A talented and popular live 
band they failed to break out of the club scene and 
into the charts, the group dissolved in 1967. This 
garage band sound which is catchy and fun, gives 
the harmony sound another dimension. 

 
The Vogues also recorded the earlier mentioned track ‘Turn Around, Look At Me’ but they were trying to sell their 
harmony style in the late 60s as feminism was breaking into pop songs. ‘She Is Today’ is their tale of the modern 
girl and has a harmonic lyric laced  with strings and orchestral swirls. .....and what a dramatic close. 
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By the 60s The Skyliners had a well established reputa-
tion and their lead vocalist Jimmy Beaumont would 
amazingly become a Northern Soul icon by the 70s. This 
selection ‘I Could Have Loved You So Well’ from their 
40th Anniversary CD is such a great pop song laced with 
all that made their sound so good.  
 
Surely everyone in the UK at least knows the story of 
how Gerry Marsden’s ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ be-
came Liverpool football clubs anthem like I have,....well 
Johnny Maestro and The Brooklyn Bridge just 
knocked me out with their version and they will you. It is 
good to find a bunch of guy’s nearly as good as the Kop! 
 
Well as I had to close and needed a track to bring me 
down from the last track’s emotional high, I came across 
Neil Young’s version of…‘Four Strong Winds’. Folk 
‘chill-out’ harmony at it’s best. Wikipedia tells us…. "Four 
Strong Winds" is a song written by Ian Tyson in the 
early 1960s. It was recorded by Ian and Sylvia on an 

album of the same name released in 1964.The song is based on the life of transient farm workers, forced to 
move where work can be found, but its theme is the sometimes temporary nature of human relationships. 
This folk classic has been recorded by many artists including Neil Young on his 1978 album Comes a Time 
(Young also performed the song with The Band at the famous The Last Waltz concert)” 
 
26 tracks that just came together in an afternoon.....and there are so many more. If you have a track to nominate for 
a future volume let us know. 
So my thoughts turned to the 70s and as rock took hold...harmony’s days were numbered ....or were they.? The 
Four Seasons would embrace the changing sounds and would generate their biggest ever hit so surely another 
Volume was possible........then a CD came in from a new Indie band from N Carolina. The Explorers Club admit 
their influences as the Beach Boys, Mama’s and the Papas and the Beatles. And it shows in what must be 2008’s 
best feelgood summer album. Harmony, is alive and well today so let’s celebrate it. 
More Harmony Heroes next time with artists from the 60s to today. Ken Charmer 

The Four Seasons ‘Live’ 1965 


